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PERSONAL WEEKLY REPORTS:

Saliha ALTUNSOY

Project Leader, Gate Keeper

This week, I made searches on JavaScript parsers and debuggers. I saw that Mozilla has 

projects on these issues. I read the documentations about them and I am trying to learn how 

can these be implemented or embedded. In addition to this, I worked on GUI in order to make 

the working principle of it clearer.

Candan CEYLAN

Timekeeper, Optimist 

During this week, mainly I concentrated to our Graphical User Interface, I examined and used 

the Java packages, classes which will be helpful to us. I learnt how to provide database 

connection by using Java. I saw Microsoft arranging a seminar about AJAX and I am 

planning to go to this seminar.

Canan ESKİ

Initiator, Recorder

This week I have continued to develop our GUI with Candan. I also made search on how to 

do our web site. We may be using Mambo or such kind of a tool for that purpose but we 

haven’t decided yet.

Yavuz GÖKIRMAK

Optimist, Initiator

This week I have established database connections and tried to integrate database related 

classes into system. I also have made searches about file transfer, and found some projects 

that can be integrated into our system. I can see that file transfer can be handled by using java 

packages.

Duygu GÖRGÜN

Devil's Advocate, Summarizer

This week, I looked for text highlighting, I found some Javascript codes about this. Besides 

these, I read some tutorials about AJAX. I watched a video done by a coder who is 



generaitong codes for google. He is simply making a simple example with and without AJAX 

in order to show the difference. I looked for some Javascript e-books and downloaded them. 

LIVING SCHEDULE

Task Start Date Expected Finish 
Date

Assigned to 

Preparation of web 
site  

12.11.2006 06.01.2006 Duygu & Canan

Development of 
functional GUI

20.11.2006 28.12.2006 Candan, Saliha & 
Canan

Making researches 
on Text Editor

15.11.2006 26.12.2006 Duygu, Yavuz & 
Saliha

Studying on 
Database 
Connections

15.11.2006 22.12.2006 Yavuz & Candan 


